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(Received 3 March 2005; published 16 June 2005)We present a new measurement of CP-violation parameters in B0 ! K0S0 decay based on a sample
of 275 106 B B pairs collected at the 4S resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB energy-
asymmetric ee collider. One of the B mesons is fully reconstructed in the B0 ! K0S0 decay. The
flavor of the accompanying B meson is identified from its decay products. CP-violation parameters are
obtained from the asymmetry in the distribution of the proper time intervals between the two B decays. We
obtain SK0S0  0:580:460:38stat  0:11syst and AK0S0  0:03 0:34stat  0:11syst, for the
K0S
0 invariant mass covering the full range up to 1:8 GeV=c2. We also measure the CP-violation
parameters for the case B0 ! K	0! K0S0 and obtain SK	0  0:790:630:50stat  0:10syst forAK	0 fixed at 0.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.231601 PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Er, 13.20.HeIn the standard model (SM), CP violation arises from an
irreducible phase, the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase [1], in
the weak-interaction quark-mixing matrix. The phe-
nomena of time-dependent CP violation in decays through
radiative penguin processes such as b! s are sensitive to
physics beyond the SM. Within the SM, the photon emitted
from a B0 ( B0) meson is dominantly right-handed (left-
handed). Therefore the polarization of the photon carries
information on the original b flavor and the decay is, thus,
almost flavor specific. As a result, the SM predicts a small
asymmetry [2,3] and any significant deviation from this
expectation would be a manifestation of new physics.
Recently it was pointed out that in decays of the type B0 !
P0Q0, where P0 and Q0 represent any CP eigenstate
spin-0 neutral particles (e.g., P0  K0S and Q0  0),
many new physics effects on the mixing-induced CP vio-
lation do not depend on the resonant structure of the P0Q0
system [4]. In this Letter, we describe two measurements of
CP asymmetries: one with a K0S0 mass range restricted
around the K	0 [5] mass, and the other with an extended
K0S
0 mass range [6]. Whenever necessary, we distinguish
these two by referring to them as K	0 and K0S0, re-
spectively; otherwise, the analysis procedure is common to
both measurements since it was first optimized for the
K	0 and was extended for the K0S0 later.
At the KEKB energy-asymmetric ee (3.5 on 8.0 GeV)
collider [7], the 4S is produced with a Lorentz boost of
  0:425 along the z axis defined as antiparallel to the
e beam direction. In the decay chain 4S ! B0 B0 !
fsigftag, where one of the B mesons decays at time tsig to a23160final state fsig, which is our signal mode, and the other de-
cays at time ttag to a final state ftag that distinguishes be-
tween B0 and B0, the decay rate has a time dependence
given by
P t  e
jtj=B0
4B0
f1 qS sinmdt
A cosmdtg: (1)
Here S and A are CP-violation parameters, B0 is the B0
lifetime, md is the mass difference between the two B0
mass eigenstates, t is the time difference tsig  ttag, and
the b-flavor charge q  1 (1) when the tagging B
meson is a B0 ( B0). Since the B0 and B0 mesons are
approximately at rest in the 4S center-of-mass sys-
tem (c.m.s.), t can be determined from the displace-
ment in z between the fsig and ftag decay vertices: t ’
zsig  ztag=c  z=c.
The Belle detector [8] is a large-solid-angle magnetic
spectrometer. A 2.0 cm radius beam pipe and a three-layer
silicon vertex detector (SVD1) were used for a 140 fb1
data sample containing 152 106 B B pairs, while a 1.5 cm
radius beam pipe, a four-layer silicon detector (SVD2) [9]
and a small-cell inner drift chamber were used for an
additional 113 fb1 data sample that contains 123 106
B B pairs for a total of 275 106 B B pairs.
For high energy prompt photons, we select an isolated
cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) that has
no corresponding charged track, and has the largest energy
in the c.m.s. We require the shower shape to be consistent1-2
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Mbc distribution within the E signal
region and (b) E distribution within the Mbc signal region for
B0 ! K0S0. Solid curves show the fit to signal plus back-
ground distributions. Lower (upper) dashed curves show the
background contributions from q q (q q and B decays).
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with that of a photon. In order to reduce the background
from 0 or , we exclude photons compatible with 0 !
 or !  decays; we reject photon pairs that satisfy
L0  0:18 or L  0:18, where L0 is a 0 likeli-
hood described in detail elsewhere [10]. The polar angle of
the photon direction in the laboratory frame is restricted to
the barrel region of the ECL (33 <  < 128), but is
extended to the end-cap regions (17 <  < 150) for the
second data sample due to the reduced material in front of
the ECL.
Neutral kaons (K0S) are reconstructed from two oppo-
sitely charged pions that have an invariant mass within
6 MeV=c2 (2) of the K0S nominal mass. The 
vertex is required to be displaced from the interaction point
(IP) in the direction of the pion pair momentum [11].
Neutral pions (0) are formed from two photons with the
invariant mass within 16 MeV=c2 (3) of the 0 mass.
The photon momenta are then recalculated with a 0 mass
constraint, and we require the momentum of 0 candidates
in the laboratory frame to be greater than 0:3 GeV=c. The
K0S
0 invariant mass, MK0S0 , is required to be less than
1:8 GeV=c2.
B0 mesons are reconstructed by combining K0S, 0, and
 candidates. We form two kinematic variables: the energy
difference E  Ec:m:s:B  Ec:m:s:beam and the beam-energy
constrained mass Mbc 

Ec:m:s:beam 2  pc:m:s:B 2
q
, where
Ec:m:s:beam is the beam energy, Ec:m:s:B and pc:m:s:B are the energy
and the momentum of the candidate in the c.m.s.
Candidates are accepted if they have Mbc > 5:2 GeV=c2
and jEj< 0:5 GeV.
We reconstruct B ! K0S candidates in a similar
way as the B0 ! K0S0 decay in order to reduce the
cross-feed background from B ! K0S in B0 !
K0S
0. The B ! K0S events are also used for vari-
ous cross-checks. For a  candidate, we require that the
track originates from the IP and that the transverse mo-
mentum is greater than 0:1 GeV=c. We also require that
the  candidate cannot be identified as any other particle
species (K, p, e, and ).
Candidate B ! K0S and B0 ! K0S0 decays are
selected simultaneously; we allow only one candidate for
each event. The best candidate selection is based on the
event likelihood ratio Rs=b that is obtained by combining a
Fisher discriminant F [12], which uses the extended modi-
fied Fox-Wolfram moments [13] as discriminating varia-
bles, and cosH defined as the angle between the B meson
momentum and the daughter K0S momentum in the rest
frame of the K0S system. We select the candidate that has
the largest Rs=b. For the exclusive B0 ! K	0 study, we
further require 0:8<MK0S0 < 1:0 GeV=c
2 after the best
candidate selection. The signal region is defined as0:2<
E< 0:1 GeV and 5:27<Mbc < 5:29 GeV=c2.
We use events outside the signal region as well as large
Monte Carlo (MC) samples to study the background com-
ponents. The dominant background is from continuum23160light quark pair production (ee ! q q with q 
u; d; s; c), which we refer to as q q hereafter. We require
Rs=b > 0:5 to reduce the q q background; after applying all
other selection criteria, this rejects 79% of the q q back-
ground while retaining 88% of the signal. Background
contributions from B decays, which are considerably
smaller than q q, are dominated by cross-feed from other
radiative B decays including B ! K0S.
The b flavor of the accompanying B meson is identified
from inclusive properties of particles that are not associ-
ated with the reconstructed signal decay. The algorithm for
flavor tagging is described in detail elsewhere [14]. We use
two parameters, q defined in Eq. (1) and r, to represent the
tagging information. The parameter r is an event-by-event
flavor-tagging dilution factor that ranges from 0 to 1; r  0
when there is no flavor discrimination and r  1 implies
unambiguous flavor assignment. It is determined by using
MC data and is used only to sort data into six r intervals.
The wrong tag fraction w and the difference w in w for
the B0 and B0 decays are determined for each of the six r
intervals from data [11].
The vertex position of the signal-side decay is recon-
structed from the K0S trajectory with a constraint on the IP;
the IP profile (x ’ 100 m, y ’ 5 m, z ’ 3 mm) is
convolved with the finite B flight length in the plane
perpendicular to the z axis. Both pions from the K0S decay
are required to have enough hits in the SVD in order to
reconstruct the K0S trajectory with high resolution. The
reconstruction efficiency depends not only on the K0S mo-
mentum but also on the SVD geometry. The efficiency with
SVD2 (55%) is higher than with SVD1 (41%) because of
the larger detection volume. The other (tag-side) B vertex
determination is the same as that for the B0 ! 'K0S analy-
sis [11].
Figure 1 shows the Mbc (E) distribution for the recon-
structed K0S0 candidates within the E (Mbc) signal
region after flavor tagging and vertex reconstruction. The
signal yield is determined from an unbinned two-
dimensional maximum-likelihood fit to the E-Mbc dis-
tribution. The fit region for the B0 ! K	0 analysis is1-3
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5:20<Mbc < 5:29 GeV=c
2 and 0:5< E< 0:5 GeV.
For the B0 ! K0S0 analysis, the E fit region is nar-
rowed to 0:4< E< 0:5 GeV in order to avoid other B
background events that populate the low E region. The
signal distribution is represented by a smoothed histogram
obtained from MC simulation that accounts for a small
correlation between Mbc and E. The background from B
decays is also modeled with a smoothed histogram ob-
tained from MC events. For the q q background, we use the
ARGUS parametrization [15] for Mbc and a second-order
polynomial for E. Normalizations of the signal and back-
ground distributions and the q q background shape are the
five free parameters in the fit. We observe 501 (215)
K0S
0 (K	0) candidates in the signal box, which de-
crease to 227 (92) after the flavor tagging and the B vertex
reconstruction, and obtain 105 14 (57 9) signal events
by the fit. Figure 2 shows the signal yields in different
MK0S0 regions. For each bin, a fit to the E-Mbc distribu-
tion is performed, and the obtained signal yield is plotted.
We determine S and A from an unbinned maximum-
likelihood fit to the observed t distribution. The proba-
bility density function (PDF) expected for the signal dis-
tribution, P sigt;S;A; q; w;w, is given by the time-
dependent decay rate [Eq. (1)] modified to incorporate the
effect of incorrect flavor assignment. The distribution is
convolved with the proper-time interval resolution function
Rsig, which takes into account the finite vertex resolution.
The parametrization of Rsig is the same as that used for the
B0 ! K0S0 decay [11]. Rsig is first derived from flavor-
specific B decays [16] and modified by additional parame-
ters that rescale vertex errors to account for the fact that
there is no track directly originating from the IP.
For each event, the following likelihood function is
evaluated:
Pi  1 fol
Z 1
1
fsigP sigt0Rsigti t0
 1 fsigP bkgt0Rbkgti  t0dt0
 folPolti; (2)
where Pol is a Gaussian function that represents a smallK0sπ0 invariant mass (GeV/c2)
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FIG. 2. MK0S0 distribution of the B
0 ! K0S0 signal yield
obtained from the fit to the E-Mbc distribution. Background
shape parameters are fixed at the values obtained with the whole
MK0S0 region.
23160outlier component with fraction fol [17]. The signal proba-
bility fsig is calculated on an event-by-event basis from the
function that we obtained as the result of the two-
dimensional E-Mbc fit for the signal yield extraction. A
PDF for background events, P bkg, is modeled as a sum of
exponential and prompt components, and is convolved
with a sum of two Gaussians that represent the resolution
function Rbkg for the background. All parameters in P bkg
and Rbkg are determined by a fit to the t distribution of a
background-enhanced control sample, i.e., events outside
the E-Mbc signal region. We fix B0 and md at their
world-average values [18].
The only free parameters in the final fit for the B0 !
K0S
0 decay are SK0S0 and AK0S0, which are deter-
mined by maximizing the likelihood function L Q
iPiti;S;A where the product is over all events. For
the B0 ! K	0 decay, we fix AK	0 at zero and perform a
single parameter fit for SK	0. This is based on the previous
measurement [19] of the partial rate asymmetry in B!
K	 decays, which yielded AK	0 consistent with zero.
The error of the previous measurement of AK	0 is in-
cluded in the systematic error of SK	0. We obtain
SK	0  0:790:630:50stat  0:10syst;
SK0S0  0:580:460:38stat  0:11syst;
AK0S0  0:03 0:34stat  0:11syst:
We define the raw asymmetry in each t bin by
Nq1  Nq1=Nq1  Nq1, where Nq11 is
the number of observed candidates with q  11.
Figure 3 shows the raw asymmetries for the K0S0 and
K	0 decays in two regions of the flavor-tagging parameter
r. Note that these are simple projections onto the t axis,
and do not reflect other event-by-event information (such
as the signal fraction, the wrong tag fraction, and the vertex
resolution), which is, in fact, used in the unbinned
maximum-likelihood fit for S and A.
Primary sources of the systematic error are (1) uncertain-
ties in the resolution function (0:05 for SK0S0,0:04 forAK0S0, and 0:05 for SK	0), (2) uncertainties in the ver-
tex reconstruction (0:05 for SK0S0, 0:06 for AK0S0,
and 0:06 for SK	0), (3) uncertainties in the background
fraction (0:06 for SK0S0, 0:04 for AK0S0, and 0:02
for SK	0), and (4) uncertainties in the background t
distribution (0:05 for SK0S0, 0:04 for AK0S0, and0:02 for SK	0). Effects of tag-side interference [20]
contribute 0:01 for SK0S0, 0:06 for AK0S0, and0:01 for SK	0. Also included are effects from uncertain-
ties in the wrong tag fraction and physics parameters (md,
B0 , and AK	0). A possible bias in the fit is estimated by
using MC data. The total systematic error is obtained by
adding these contributions in quadrature.
Various cross-checks of the measurement are performed.
We apply the same fit procedure to the B0 ! J= K0S1-4
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FIG. 3 (color online). Asymmetry in each t bin with 0<
r  0:5 (top) and with 0:5< r  1:0 (bottom) for (a) B0 !
K	0 and for (b) B0 ! K0S0. Solid curves show the results
of the unbinned maximum-likelihood fits. The dashed curves
show the null asymmetry case (S  A  0). The dilution of a
possible asymmetry is smaller for the 0:5< r  1:0 subsample,
because of the lower probability of incorrect flavor assignment.
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reconstruction. We obtain SJ= K0S  0:68 0:10stat
and AJ= K0S  0:02 0:04stat, which are in good
agreement with the world-average values [18]. We perform
a fit to B ! K0S (B ! K	! K0S), which is
a good control sample of the B0 ! K0S0 (B0 ! K	0!
K0S
0) decay, without using the primary for the vertex
reconstruction. The result is consistent with no CP asym-
metry, as expected. Lifetime measurements are also per-
formed for these modes, and values consistent with the
world average are obtained. Ensemble tests are carried out
with MC pseudoexperiments; we find that the statistical
errors obtained in our measurements are all within the
expectations from the ensemble tests. A fit to the B0 !
K0S
0 subsample that excludes theK	0 mass region yields
S  0:390:630:52stat and A  0:10 0:51stat. The
result is consistent with the results for B0 ! K	0 and
for the full B0 ! K0S0 sample.
In summary, we have performed a new measurement of
the time-dependent CP asymmetry in the decay B0 !
K0S
0 based on a sample of 275 106 B B pairs. Two
regions of the K0S0 invariant mass are used: between 0:8
and 1:0 GeV=c2 for the K	0 resonance, and the full region
up to 1:8 GeV=c2 including other resonances and nonre-
sonant contributions. We obtain CP-violation parameters
in the B0 ! K0S0 decay SK0S0  0:580:460:38stat 
0:11syst and AK0S00:030:34stat0:11syst,
and in the B0 ! K	0! K0S0 decay SK	0 
0:790:630:50stat  0:10syst with AK	0 fixed at zero.
The value of SK	0 is consistent with the measurement by
BABAR [21]. CP-violation parameters in the three-body
B0 ! K0S0 decay are measured for the first time. The
two results are consistent with each other and with no CP
asymmetry, while the statistical error is considerably re-
duced by the inclusion of these additional events in the
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